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Foreword
Chairman, IFCR International
Dear All,
Greetings from IFCR International board.
The following are few updates on the future International IFCR events.
The next major event on the international scene is the 9th World Festival. It will be held at Christchurch, New Zealand in
February 2017. The Festival committee has been formed and they have started their assignment. Updates will come closer to the Festival
date.
The other major cricket Festival which has been of interest of late to IFCR members in the Indian Sub Continent is the biannual Australian
IFCR Festival. The next one will be held in October 2016 near Sydney. Details will follow. I hope the Indian sub continent will have good
representation for both. Of course India has its own agenda that has been drawn up by IFCR ( India) and circulated to you all.
With best wishes,
Ravi Raman

Chairman, IFCR India
Dear fellow IFCRians,
It has been a very active first quarter of the year 2015
in IFCR world with fellowship cricket played in
competitive and festival spirit in India and abroad.
Firstly it was Games Bond 2015 in the first week of Feb'15
(an innovative concept of hosting all popular fellowship
games of Rotary at Chennai) initiated by the ever energetic DG of RI
3230, Rtn.Nazar with able support at the planning level by our beloved
late Kittu and at the execution level by the veteran Rotarian/IFCRian
from Chennai J. Krishnan (who is also affectionately called JK). JK
replaced Kittu as the Chairman of the Organising commitee of the
Games Bond after the unfortunate and untimely demise of the latter
in Dec 2014. The Games Bond meet gave us a great opportunity to
meet and interact with the entire family of Kittu, who graciously
hosted an unforgettable evening in the true spirit and memory of the
ever smiling and cheerful IFCR leader, who is no more with us.
Close on the heels of Games Bond'15, we had our own All India IFCR
tournament again at Chennai in the last week of Feb'15 with a unique
and new tournament concept. It gave an opportunity to 6 out of 12
participating teams to figure in the finals on the last day at the historic
Chepauk grounds to vie for 6 different glittering winners/runners
trophies which were unveiled by Robin Singh (the former Indian all
rounder) on the inaugural day. The tournament concept and the unique
opportunity to play at an international Cricket venue was greatly
relished by all the participating IFCRians.
The above two events were followed by an IFCR Australia Cricket
festival at Bendigo,Victoria (a two hour drive from Melbourne) from
15th to 20th March 2015. 15 IFCRians from India participated in the
festival (inclusive of a full team of 12 from RI 3201, Kochi Tuskers
apart from Ravi from Chennai, Sarathy from Hyderabad and Pradeep
from Mumbai). The Kochi team, who were taking part in an international
IFCR festival for the first time, thoroughly enjoyed the festival concept,

comradiere and the spirit with which the games were played and soon
became very popular amongst the Australians.
The trip also gave a great opportunity for the visiting Indian group to
go for a MCG stadium tour at Melbourne (courtesy our IFCR comrade
Richard Groom who is a MCG tour volunteer). It also gave all of us
opportunity to watch couple of ICC World cup games including the
Quarter Final game of India and Bangladesh at MCG, with our own
IFCR friends PDG Ishtiaque and Rtn.Salauddin from Bangladesh as
company. I, personally, had the pleasant opportunity of being a part
of a weekly meeting of RC Doncaster (where I could address the
members on IFCR) and also along with my wife had an unique
experience of being a part of Probus club's excursion to Blue waters
Lotus garden on the out skirts of Melbourne.We also had an extended
visit on that day to an Australian Zoo (courtesy Jill and Richard Groom
who are the office bearers of the Probus club).
David John Lea, an 80 year old Rotarian from festival hosts RC South
Bendigo, was indeed a great personal host for us during our stay in
Bendigo and he inspired us by his cheerfulness, fitness and energy
levels.Being a veteran cricketer, teacher and a widely traveled
parliamentarian from Victoria, he was a great company to us in Bendigo
and spared his valuable time to show me and my wife around Parliament
house in Melbourne.
Thus it was an eventful first quarter of the year for IFCR in the year
2015, with not many activities slated during the ensuing quarter, that
is summer season. Looking forward to report to you all again in future
with more IFCR activities as and when they unfold in different domains
of IFCR( India). I once again request all the regional leaders of IFCR
to share their activities with pictures every quarter to enable us to
insert the same in our News Letter for wider circulation and recognition.
With warm regards and best wishes to all,
KRP Sarathy
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Games Bond 015  A Unique International Sports Festival
- A report by Rtn. PP J. Krishnan

Bangladesh team led by PDG Ishtiaque with
RI Director PT Prabhakar and DG Nazar

What a unique event! This week-long Festival of
Cricket, Tennis and other Sports activities
between Feb 1 and Feb 6, 2015 brought over
60 international Rotarians and their families
from 7 overseas countries (Australia, Bangladesh,
Lithuania, Malaysia, Mauritius, Sri Lanka and
United Kingdom) to Chennai. They were joined by
another 20 Rotarians from India (Mumbai, Hyderabad & Chennai).
The event lived up to its name and theme  Games Bond 015 Play Together, Bond Together  and has built lifelong friendships
between international Rotarians.
The overseas visitors included an incumbent District Governor
from RI Dist 1110, U.K (Rtn. Michael Jackson) and a PDG from
RI Dist 3280, Bangladesh (Rtn. Ishtiaque Zaman), who participated
and added to the stature of this event. We also need to acknowledge
the tremendous effort taken by Rtn. Ishtiaque Zaman and Rtn.
Qumruzzaman Khan Tipo of Bangladesh, who motivated a group
of close to 30 Rotarians and their families to attend this festival.

Cricket Bonding

Dancing The Dandia

International Guests at the Inaugural Function

DG Nazar honouring Visitors from Lithuania
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The week-long festival was inaugurated at a gala function on
Sunday, Feb 1, 2015 with RID P.T. Prabhakar as the Chief Guest
and former Indian Test cricketer V.V. Kumar as the Guest of Honour
apart from our DG I.S.A.K. Nazar and a galaxy of PDGs. It was
certainly colourful to see all the contingents from the overseas
countries and India march up to the stage with their country flags.
Though the Rotarians played cricket (at the lovely Marina Cricket
Ground) on four days of the week, the game itself was merely a
way to bring Rotarians together. Four teams were formed and named
U Thant XI, Kofi Annan XI, Ban Ki-moon XI (after Secretary
Generals of the United Nations) and Paul Harris XI. Each team
consisted of players from different countries. Rtn. Norman Brown
(UK), Rtn. Rob Kilcullen (Australia), Rtn. Ishtiaque Zaman
(Bangladesh) and Rtn. Ravi Raman (India) were the captains and
they were able to quickly mold their teams into cohesive units.We
had also the presence of IFCR( India) Chair KRP Sarathy from
Hyderabad on all the four days of the festival as he specially came
to pay his personal tributes to Kittu and meet his family. The bonding
started to happen both on and off the field and everyone started to
engage in the matches in a unique mix of competition and
participation. It was terrific to see Rtn. Bob Brigden (Australia,
who is 70 +), playing alongside younger Rotarians from Bangladesh,
Sri Lanka and India. We have to specially acknowledge the spirit
and dedication of Rtn. Richard Groom (Australia, 75 +) who had
traveled all the way and officiated as umpire, standing in the hot
sun of Chennai, throughout the week.
On Friday, Feb 6th, the international Rotarians played cricket with
the boys from Dr. MGR School for the Hearing & Speech Impaired
(part of a project supported by RC Madras Midtown, where the
boys are coached in cricket) and made it a memorable day for all
the participants.

Apart from engaging in friendly cricket contests, the visitors
were exposed to Rotary activities in District 3230, as well
as cultural activities throughout the week:
l

On Monday, Feb 2nd, they attended the meeting of the
newly formed RC Madras Anna Nagar West on the
occasion of the Club receiving its charter from DG
Nazar.

l

On Tuesday, Feb 3rd, the overseas Rotarians and the
participating Rotarians from India had a relaxed evening
at Madras Cricket Club, Chepauk, providing an
opportunity for the musical talents of various countries
to burst forth. The singing (in many languages 
including Lithuanian and Bangla) and the accompanying
dancing ensured that all cultural barriers were broken
and the spirit of oneness was established.

l

l

lovely silk saris, applied mehendi on their hands and
danced the dandia with great enthusiasm.
l

The visitors witnessed an awesome wheel-chair tennis
tournament conducted by RC Madras Industrial City
that showcased the talents of players from various parts
of India, who were physically challenged.

Our international guests also attended and participated in
Saraal, the District Conference of RI District 3230, on
Feb 7th and 8th. The entire team was welcomed on stage
during the District Conference, each individual honoured
and recognized.
A dedicated team of over 20 Rotarians of RI Dist 3230
have worked tirelessly for over 12 months, planning,
organizing and conducting this event to international
standards. Initially chaired by our dear Kittu, who along
with DG Nazar, conceptualized and gave shape to this
event, it was subsequently wonderfully and efficiently
coordinated by JK (J.Krishnan) a senior Rotarian/IFCRian
from RI 3230, who is very popular in Rotary/IFCR across
the world.

Games Bond 015 was originally spearheaded by our
dear Rtn. Kittu Krishnaswamy who passed away in
Dec 2014 in the most sudden and unexpected manner.
To commemorate his memory, the group attended a
special function organized by Kittus family on Wed,
Feb 4th  most aptly christened Celebrate Kittu. DG
Nazar, DG Mike Jackson (UK), Rotarians Norman
Brown (UK), Richard Groom (Australia), Ishtiaque
Zaman (Bangladesh), Sarathy (Hyderabad), Sridhar &
J Krishnan/JK (Chennai) recollected numerous instances
and interactions with Kittu that highlighted his eternal
sense of humour, energy and enthusiasm. Kittus
charming wife Nandini, in the midst of her grief,
participated in the function and shared an anecdote that
brought out the essence of Kittus amazing personality.
The whole evening was orchestrated in the most unique
and wonderful manner by Kittus son, Rtn.
Vaidyanathan.

What a great time Liz and I had in Chennai, it really was
a very enjoyable and memorable experience. Please pass
on our thanks to all those that helped to give us such a
great time, and we have both decided that Chennai is a
must to be revisited soon!  Rtn. Norman & Liz Brown,
UK

The Light-up Secretaries of District 3230 organized a
cultural evening at Hotel Residency Towers for our
international guests. Apart from DG Nazar, RIPE John
Germ, his spouse Judy Germ and RID PT Prabhakar
graced the occasion. Our guests were treated to a variety
of folk dances in which they actively participated. The
ladies from Bangladesh and Lithuania were dressed in

My spouse Tahia and I as well as all the visiting members
of IFCR Bangladesh were so pleased with the wonderful
hospitality accorded to us at Chennai recently. I have simply
no words to convey how happy we all were with the warmth
that you showed to us. We were touched. Thank you so
much for this gesture.  Rtn. PDG Ishtiaque Zaman,
Bangladesh

Playing alongside boys with speech and
hearing impairment

The week-long event certainly met its objective of creating
bonds of friendship between international Rotarians while
engaging in a common passion for sports. Here are a few
comments from our overseas Rotarians that they sent to us
on their return to their countries:

IFCR India Chair KRP Sarathy with Nadini
Kittu and other members of his family.

Kittu's family with all the cricket loving Rotarians
from India and abroad at "Celebrate Kittu"
evening hosted by Kittu's family.
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"ALL INDIA IFCR TOURNAMENT AT CHENNAI :: FEB 2015".
After the successful trip to Nottingham IFCR World
Festival in July 2014, we had our first All India
IFCR T20 tournament in Chennai between the 26th
Feb to 1st March 2015.
It was well received and 12 teams participated in
this tournament. 2 teams each from Mumbai /
Kolkata / Kerala / Bangalore / 1 from Hyderabad
along with Vijayawada & 3 Teams from Chennai.
The Inaugural Function and Opening Ceremony of
the Tournament was held on the 26th Evening at
Hotel Clarion which was a grand function.

Invocation song at the Inaugural

The special guest for the evening was our Ex-Indian
cricketer Robin Singh. The function's Chief Guest
was our Rotary District 3230 Governor Isak Nazar
& alongside were IFCR World Chair R. Ravi, IFCR
India Chair K. R. P. Sarathy. IFCR India Secretary
R. Neelakantan, Tournament Chair Vishwanathan
Krishnan & Vice-President TNCA Rtn. V. Ramesh
were also present on the the dias.
The Inaugural Function had all the necessary
ingredients of a typical Cricket Tournament & it was
declared open by our district governor and the
unveiling of the trophy was done by Robin Singh.
Since this tournament was held after the sudden
demise of our Ex-IFCR World Chairman Kittu, it
was named after him as "KITTU MEMORIAL
TROPHY". This time there were five turf grounds
used for this tournament.
The major innovation of this tournament was the
new concept of introducing 3 different level of final
matches where 6 teams out of the 12 teams featured
in the finals. There were 3 winners and 3 runners
emerging from this event and highlight of this
tournament was that all the 3 different finals were
played in M A Chidambaram International Test arena
at Chepauk Chennai which is the first ever time in
the history of IFCR since 1995 that matches were
played at an existing test arena.
A special thanks to TNCA (Tamil Nadu Cricket
Association) President / Vice President and the
executive committee who made this dream come
true to as many as 70 Rotarians who had the
opportunity to play at the test venue.
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Chief Guest Robin Singh (former Indian Cricketer) along with
DG Nazar, TNCA Vice President VC Ramesh, Ravi Raman,
KRP Sarathy, Neelakantan and Vishy at the unveiling of
tournament trophies during the Inaugural

Robin Singh addressing the gathering.

The captains and officials of all the participating teams with
Robin Singh and other officilas on the dais.

ALL INDIA IFCR TOURNAMENT AT CHENNAI.....
The finals were named "Elite Cup", "Plate Cup"
and "Friendship Cup". This was well appreciated by
all and it only paved opportunity to more than two
teams to play in the finals instead of the normal two
teams featuring in a final, thanks to the innovative
idea of "Vishy" the tournament chair.
We had all the three days packed with fun and joy.
The final six teams which played in the three different
finals were CRSK, Chenai vs Bangalore Royals for
the "Elite Cup", Kerala Tuskers vs Mumbai Masters
for "Plate Cup" & Cochin Warriors vs CRK, Chennai
for "Friendship Cup".

The "Elite Cup" was won by CRSK, the "Plate Cup"
was won by Kerala Tuskers and the "Friendship Cup"
was won by Cochin Warriors.
The price distribution was held at the M. A.
Chidhambaram stadium which brought the tournament
to a grand finish.
I take this opportunity to thank one and all who
supported this event by participating in large numbers
and made this wonderful tournament happen.
- Report by R. Neelakantan

Chennai Rotary Super Kings (CRSK) winners of the " ELITE" CUP

Neel of CRSK receiving the Winner's trophy from JK (Krishnan)
with the other famous JK (Mahendra) looking on.

Mumbai Masters receiving the Runner's trophy of "PLATE" cup from
KRP Sarathy

Mumbai Masters team with their Runner's trophy.

Vishvanathan (Vishy) receiving the Runner's trophy of "FRIENDSHIP"
cup from Sarathy.

Bengaluru Royals team with Runner's trophy for "ELITE" cup.
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ALL INDIA IFCR TOURNAMENT AT CHENNAI.....

Chief Sponsors of IFCR Chenai Tournament with Robin Singh
and other IFCR officials.

Chennai Rotary KIngs team ( CRK) the runner's trophy
winners of "Freindship" cup

Cohchi Tuskers team winners of " PLATE" cup with their trophy.

Cochi Warriors team winners of " FRIENDSHIP" cup with their trophy.

Saleem, Ravi and Reji with other members of Cochi Tuskers team
receiving the "PLATE" cup winners trophy from Ravi Raman

Ramdass and other members of Cochi Warriors team receiving the
"FRIENDSHIP" cup winners trophy from Ravi Raman

Rajagopal and Keshav of Bengaluru Royals receiving the "ELITE" cup runners
trophy from veteran IFCRian JK Mahendra.
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IFCR AUSTRALIA FESTIVAL AT BENDIGO:::15th to 20th MARCH 2015
(A report by Richard Groom/Anthony Plant ::::IFCR Australia)

The historic town of Bendigo in Central Victoria was the site
for the 2015 Australian national IFCR festival. It was greatly
enhanced by having a wide representation from overseas  a
full team from IFCR Kerala in India led by Reji Chacko, three
individual Indian IFCR members, World president Ravi from
Chennai, India President Sarathy ( with his spouse Sandhya)
from Hyderabad and Pradeep from Mumbai, PDG Ishtiaque
and Rtn Salahuddin from Bangladesh, Rotarians Brendan and
John from Warkworth in New Zealand and past GB&I chairman
Norman Brown ( with his spouse Liz) from England.
In all some 55 members took part. Cricket games were played on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday
as usual. The first two days saw teams representing Kochi, Queensland, Victoria and a Combined Western
Australia and South Australia. Thursday saw the Quarter Final of the World Cup which was attended by
the Kochi team and a few others so the fourth team on that day was drawn from local Bendigo cricketers.
Fridays games were played between mixed teams.
The opening nights gathering was attended by the mayor of Bendigo, Peter Cox, and featured Marney
McQueen, cabaret and TV performer and daughter of past Australian IFCR president, Don McQueen.
A Tuesday morning walking tour was attended by a number of partners of players. Wednesday cultural
outings took parties to Echuca by bus for a 2 hour boat ride and lunch on the paddle steamer Canberra
while others went on an excursion to the Great Stupa which is the largest Buddhist temple in Australia.
Rotary club of Kangaroo Flat hosted a delightful barbecue at their clubhouse on Thursday evening.
The closing function on the Friday had the DG of D9800, Murray Verso, in attendance and featured a most
interesting address by Malcolm Speed former CEO of Cricket Australia and CEO of the International Cricket
Council. During the evening recognitions were presented to Ian Robertson and Richard Groom for their
participation in 100 IFCR games.
As always with these festivals fellowship was the winner allowing attendees to renew acquaintances with
fellow members and meet new members from home and abroad.

The Schaller Studio Hotel, venue of the inaugural function
of Bendigo festival on 15th March 2015

KRP Sarathy with his host Rtn. David John Lea of Bendigo
at Victoria Parliament House in Melbourne.
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Cochin Tuskers Participate in Bendigo Cricket Festival
(Report by Reji Chacko, IFCR Chairman Kochi, RI 3201)

A team of 12 Rotarians from IFCR District 3201,
participated in the Bendigo Cricket Festival held in March
2015. Playing as the Cochin Tuskers, the team comprised
of Rotarians from various Clubs in Kochi and with ages
ranging from a young 32 year old to an experienced 67
year old. The CochinTuskers won all their games with
sound performances from all players.
The Bendigo Cricket Festival was organised by the Rotary
Club of Bendigo South and was held between March 15
and 20, 2015. It attracted participation from Rotarians in
Australia, Bangladesh, England, India and New Zealand.
While the Cochin Tuskers played as a full team of 12
players, other participants were divided into teams
representing Victoria, Queensland and a United team
(made up of members from different countries).IFCR
World Chairman Ravi from Chennai, IFCR India
Chairman Sarathy from Hyderabad and IFCR Bangladesh
Chairman Ishtiaque played for United and Veteran
IFCRian Pradeep from Mumbai played for Queensland.
Matches were held on a round robin basis with each
team playing every other team. The Festival rules
stipulated 35 over games, with batsmen having to retire
upon scoring 35 runs. Each bowler could bowl a maximum
of 5 overs, and could not bowl after taking 4 wickets.
The Festival was a celebration of the game of cricket.
Matches were played in excellent spirit with each game

Malcom Speed, former CEO of ICC at the
closing ceremony with members of Cochi
Tuskers team.
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starting with a self-introduction by the players of the
team, and a toast to the spirit of the game. At the end of
each match, there was a succinct, humorous round-up of
the days play delivered by representatives of each side
and an opportunity for the teams and families to mingle.
The Festival opened with a fabulous cocktail party at the
Schuller Studio on 15th March with a stellar musical
performance by Australian TV star Marney McQueen
and concluded with a gala closing ceremony on March
20, the highlight of which was the keynote speech by Mr.
Malcolm Speed, former CEO of the ICC. The Rotary
Club of Bendigo South deserves kudos for organising
and managing proceedings with such precision, goodwill,
good humour and in the true spirit of Rotary.
Members of the Cochin Tuskers team were full of praise
for the manner in which the Festival was run. All members
thoroughly enjoyed the week of cricket and camaraderie,
so much so that the players are now waiting with bated
breath to participate in the next such Festival.
Our intention of participating in the Bendigo IFCR Festival
was for better fellowship and strengthening friendship
with international Rotarians and our motto was that
winning the hearts of fellow Rotarians is more important
than winning games. We are proud to say that we have
achieved both.

The Cochi Tuskers team gather for the inaugural
function in their traditional south indian attire.

KRP Sarathy and Pradeep Godbole at the
inaugural.

David Horsley ( Aus),the past Chairman of
IFCR International with KRP Sarathy, both
playing for "UNITED" team

Richard Groom, Sarathy and Reji Chacko with
rest of the Cochi Tuskers team snapped at MCG
after completion of their conducted tour of the
stadium.

Bendigo Cricket Festival.....

KRP Sarathy and Ravi Raman with rest of the players of "UNITED"
team waiting for their turn for the batting.

The team picture of "UNITED" led by David Horsley, the past chairman
of IFCR International.

Sarathy and Pradeep during the
United vs Queensland game

The ladies at the scoring table having a very good
day at the office.

Cochi Tuskers team members
listen with rapt attention at the
"MOM" awards function.

IFCR (Bangladesh) Chair Ishtiaque, with fellow
IFCRian Salauddin, Ravi and Sarathy before the
commencement of World Cup quarter-final game
India Vs Bangaldesh outside MCG in Melbourne.

Marney McQeen, the famous Australian TV
artist and daughter of Rtn. Don McQueen,
performing on the stage on the inaugural evening
with Pradeep Godbole of Mumbai joining her
in one of the skits.

Reji Chacko of Cochi Tuskers presenting
mementos to the organisers which included
Anthony Plant and Richard Groom of
IFCR Australia.

The Barbeque evening organised by the hosts
on the evening of 19th March 2015.

The grand group picture of all the participants
of IFCR Bendigo Festival.

The team picture of Cochi Tuskers along
with IFCR (BD) Chair Ishtiaque Zaman who
played for their team.
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UPDATES FROM IFCR 3140, MUMBAI

Secretary, IFCR India

(Report by Secretary Rtn.Milind Mohite)

Dear All
During the IFCR Chennai event we had the
IFCR (India) Executive committee meeting
on 28th Feb 2015,where many issues were
discussed in detail by all present. The
'Minutes of the Meeting" has since been circulated to all
IFCR regions & acknowledged and thus adopted.Certain
new rules adopted will be implemented in all future IFCR
tournaments.

We are in the process of completing our Inter-club cricket
tournament for Jagdish Khanna Trophy, which will conclude
in the month of May 2015.

After the IFCR Chennai tournament a full team from
Kerala, Cochi Tuskers and Ravi, Sarathy & Pradeep
Godbole participated in the Bendigo Invitation IFCR
Festival in Australia. They all had a great time and enjoyed
the Rotary cricket fellowship and also ICC World Cup
games. A separate coverage of their OZ trip is included
in this news letter.

R. C. Dombivili West beat R. C. Bombay Queens Necklace
in 2nd Semi Finals.

IFCR Tamilnadu has new office beares now headed by
Vishwanathan Krishnan (Vishy) as the Chair. His team
of office bearers will be announced shortly.

R. C. Dombivli Midtown / City vs R. C. Parleshwar

IFCR( India) EC has approved the next All India IFCR
tournament at Bengaluru from 1st to 4th Oct 2015 to be
hosted by IFCR Karnataka. The details of the tournament
will be circulated by the hosts ( in co-ordination with
IFCR-India) in due course of time
IFCR( India) EC has also approved the next year All
India IFCR Tournament in Kochi in the month of
February 2016 to be hosted by IFCR 3201, Kochi. The
details will be circulated at an appropriate time by the
hosts.
As mentioned earlier IFCR Namakkal chapter headed by
Sureshkumar has proposed to have a triangular inaugural
IFCR tournament for southern Rotary districts in the
month of June or July 2015. The details are awaited.
Thanks and regards

R. C. Thane Suburban beat R. C. Bombay Hanging Gardens
in 1st Semi Finals.

Now R. C. Thane Suburban meet R. C. Dombivili West in
Finals.
In Group A.
Semi Finals are to be played between
R. C. Borivli vs R. C. Bombay North West
These matches will be played between 5th May to 15th
May.
Rtn. Pradeep Godbole visited Australia from Dist. 3140 for
the IFCR festival at Bendigo, Victoria.

Editorial
It gives me great pleasure in presenting before
you the 3rd Issue of "IFCR NEWS". It is
heartening to note that IFCR has been very active
in India & in other parts of the IFCR world. We
have tried our best to compile all the IFCR
activities of the last three months through this
News Letter. Wish all of you Happy Reading !!.

Vice Chairman, IFCR India & Editor, IFCR News

IFCR INDIA OFFICE BEARERS

Chairman

Secretary

Hyderabad, RID 3150
sarathykrp@yahoo.com

Chennai, RID 3230
neelramasesh@yahoo.com

Vice Chairman

Treasurer

Kolkata, RID 3291
crc@cdcprinters.com

Bengaluru, RID 3190
keshav@arakesh.com

Rtn. R. Neelakantan

Rtn. Chittranjan Choudhury Rtn. Keshav
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In Group B & C

CHITTRANJAN CHOUDHURY

R. NEELAKANTAN

Rtn. KRP. Sarathy

Till date 63 matches have been completed in two divisions.

